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Abstract 
Non-destructive methods for high-resolution inspection are of great importance for quality assurance, reliability assessment and 
for research and development. Especially for samples like solar modules or large specimens high-resolution microscopy 
measurements are not used and therefore observable details are strongly limited by the optical resolution. Small defects can grow 
and cause a reduction of the module’s lifetime. A portal-based inspection system has been set up for large samples like a PV-
module or any other large sample. It can be equipped with several optical systems like cameras or a microscope. The optical 
properties are optimized for visual or for electroluminescence imaging on a macroscopic and microscopic scale and complements 
an existing Dark Lock-In Thermography (DLIT) setup for modules. 
The inspection system has been exemplarily used on two samples with defects and degradations to elucidate the wide range of 
applications. An investigation on a module with snail trail discolorations has been conducted. Cell cracks, finger interruptions 
and finger discoloration are measured using light microscopy and micro-electroluminescence imaging (µ-EL). Cracks within EL-
inactive cell parts could be revealed only with light microscopy. On another sample the correlation on a microscopic scale of 
visible cell cracks, local delamination and the corresponding micro-electroluminescence (μ-EL) will be demonstrated. The 
correlation of light microscopy, μ-EL and DLIT illustrates the potential of a high-resolution module inspection for quality 
control, reliability assessment and for research and development. 
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1. Introduction and motivation 
Non-destructive inspection of large samples is usually done with macroscopic methods like standard photography 
or commercially available tools which are capturing the whole large sample or single regions of interest in the range 
of several centimeters. For inspection of samples where the relevant structure details are within the range of the 
optical system’s resolution this approach is efficient. On the other hand small structures reaching the resolution limit 
of a “typical” optical system are invisible and will not be noticed. 
Therefore, a portal-based inspection system has been developed which allows non-destructive inspection of large 
samples with high-resolution optical and electro-optical methods with sub-millimeter resolution. Furthermore, the 
inspection system allows a precise destructive target preparation [1] of distinct pre-characterized module areas for 
microstructure, composition analysis and root cause analysis by correlative microscopy methods. 
2. Experimental 
The used setup consists of a large metal-frame based structure (portal) which can position an optical system 
precisely in three dimensions. A mounting system on the portal can be equipped with several setups of cameras and 
optics combined with illumination sources. The optical system is faced down to allow placing samples of arbitrary 
shape and size underneath the system. By a linear-motion drive the focus position of the optical system can be 
approached with sub-μm step width. For imaging the setup can be equipped with different Si-CCD cameras. 
Depending on the scope of the inspection a camera for color imaging or for EL-imaging with optimized high-
sensitivity even in the near infrared wavelength is used. Multiple magnifications can be achieved by using a lens for 
image size in the cm-range (detail image) as well as with a microscope for image size in the mm-range. The system 
is optimized for low image distortion and strongly reduced parasitic reflection. Multiple illumination methods are 
attachable on the system to enhance contrast and improve image information. The DLIT measurements have been 
conducted at a separated setup which allows DLIT measurements from m-range (PV-module) down to the cm-range 
(solar-cell). 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Degradation by snail trails 
The inspection system has been applied to a PV-module with distinct defects. Snail trails [2-3] on a standard size 
PV-module (with structured glass) are an appropriate example of module defect inspection due to the occurrence of 
cracks and local discoloration. In Fig. 1(a-b) macroscopic imaging was conducted on a 5” solar cell of the module. 
The visual inspection (a) clearly shows the snail trails on the cell. The usually bright contact finger grid is locally 
discolored and appears dark. The corresponding EL image in Fig. 1(b) displays many cracks in the cell with perfect 
local correlation to the discolored area. Cell cracks are already known as precondition of snail trails [2] and a 
chemical discoloration model is proposed [3]. 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Visual image of a single cell within a module; (b) EL-image of the cell and (c) µ-EL-image of the marked area. 
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With the inspection portal μ-EL imaging on a module is feasible. Fig. 1(c) shows an example by applying it on a 
hardly visible cell crack in (b). The local crack exhibits a length of 6.7 mm. A light microscopic image at the µ-EL 
crack position exhibits a weak visible crack as well (not shown here). It is noticeable that no discoloration occurs at 
that position which could be caused by several reasons. If the width of the crack is small a reduction of the moisture 
penetration from the back side would take place. Other explanations could be that the crack does not reach the back 
side of the cell or that the crack emerged after the aging process. The resolution of the μ-EL imaging is typically 
limited by several specimen dependent parameters. The resolution limit depends on the diffusion length of the 
minority charge carriers, on the defect structure and on the type of encapsulation (e.g. structured glass). Structured 
glass leads to visible distortion of the image which can be seen at the peculiar alternating finger width in Fig. 1(c). 
Under ideal imaging conditions a µ-EL resolution up to 6 µm is possible. 
For detailed discolored crack inspection the lower left side on the cell in Fig. 1 was characterized in more detail. 
Fig. 2(a) shows a part of a snail trail on a cell which is still visible by eye. Here, the brownish discoloration of the 
fingers and the brownish discoloration gradient along the grid finger are well shown. Fig. 2(b-c) show microscopic 
images of the marked position in (a). Several cracks are present at this position. By using a method to reduce the 
optical distortion caused by the encapsulation material even the crack through the finger in (c) can be resolved. This 
crack leads to an electrical separation of the left side of the crack which can be deduced by a comparison with Fig. 
1(b) EL image. In contrast to EL the visual microscopy is able to identify cracks even on electrical separated areas. 
For identification the cracks must penetrate the cell surface. If the crack is too tight the corresponding contrast will 
go below the resolution limit of the microscope.  
Fig. 2(a) shows a darker and broader discoloration around the red marked area in comparison to the discoloration 
on the upper right side. It seems likely that the higher crack density (or wider cracks) around the red marked area 
(see Fig. 2(b)) leads to an increased moisture ingress and an accelerated snail trail formation in comparison to a 
single (or tight) crack. Regarding the present snail trail model the discoloration depends on penetration of moisture 
through the crack. Therefore, the size and the number of cracks will influence the intensity of discoloration.  
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Visual image (detail) of a snail trail on Fig. 1 (a) on the lower left side. In (b) a microscopy image and (c) a magnification is shown of 
the marked positions. 
3.2. Cracks, delamination and power dissipation inspection 
Large scale imaging techniques are not able to detect small defects which can be important for lifetime limiting 
processes. For example mechanical load, thermal stress, moisture ingress or outgassing of the encapsulant can 
enhance module defect growth. With high-resolution techniques small cracks and delamination can be localized and 
identified. A mini-module with five solar cells is used to test the correlation of microscopy and µ-EL on typical 
applications. Fig. 3 (a) shows a visual microscopic image of a solar cell within the module where two defects are 
visible. A crack (1) and the rim of the delamination bubble (2) are located within the field of view. The delamination 
and the electrical separated cell part are easily detected with standard large scale methods. Nevertheless, this 
position can be used to demonstrate high-resolution defect imaging.  
The visual microscopy in Fig. 3 (a) exhibits wide cracks (1) with increased contrast due to the light reflection by 
the bare silicon wafer. In contrast to Fig. 2 (c) the large grid finger interruption is well visible. Additionally, a 
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delamination on the left hand side of the image and the corresponding rim (2) of the delamination is present. In the 
microscopy image the optical distortion is visible at the delamination because of different refractive indexes of the 
EVA and the void. This is in particular visible where the delamination rim crosses the grid finger (3). For correlation 
to the visual microscopy the µ-EL image is shown in Fig. 3 (b). One can see that the left side of the cell is 
electrically isolated by the visible crack. On the right hand side the crack is only influencing a higher recombination 
and is surrounded by recombination active grain-boundaries. In contrast to the visual image the delamination is 
hardly perceptible in the µ-EL image. A correlated study of light reflection and luminescence offers the opportunity 
to obtain structural and electrical information even on microscopic scales. Small process induced defects can be 
found and identified before they are growing for example due to thermal stress.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Light microscopy (a) and µ-electroluminescence (b) image at the same sample area. A cell crack (1) and a delamination rim (2 and 3) are 
labeled. 
Non-destructive information on modules can be supplemented by dark Lock-In thermography (DLIT). This 
technique delivers a considerably better spatial resolution than the standard thermography [4]. DLIT was applied to 
the backside of the 5 cell module (Fig. 3) and the results are displayed in Fig. 4 by the amplitude (a) and the phase 
(b) image. In the amplitude image the electrical inactive area of Fig. 3 appears in a homogenous blue color which is 
marked with a white arrow. Power dissipation is visible by shunting at the cell edges (green arrow) and resistive 
losses at the ribbons. The obvious shunting of the edges is most probably by edge enhanced moisture ingress for this 
test specimen. The phase image of the same measurement delivers information about backside delamination which 
occurs at this module. A distinct phase signal is visible (black arrows). This phase difference is caused by the 
retarded heat radiation emission of the in-phase dissipated power due to an additional gas filled layer. This approach 
allows a fast and precise analysis of a backside delamination in size and position regarding the underlying cell 
structure. In contrast to the phase signal the amplitude signal at the same positions does not clearly show a 
delamination induced contrast.  
 
 
Fig. 4. Dark Lock-In Thermography on the 5 cell mini-module of Fig. 3: (a) amplitude and (b) phase image. 
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4. Summary 
Non-destructive methods for high-resolution inspection of PV-solar modules by a versatile inspection tool have 
been successfully tested. The inspection tool enables visual inspection and electroluminescence measurements from 
large (cm) to microscopic scales (µm). By the combination of visual- and EL-information a correlation of the local 
module/cell structure and electric properties is feasible. This allows precise inspection of modules and related 
defects like small cracks which are not noticed in large scale EL. These cracks could be the origin of propagating 
cracks due to stress conditions. An application on snail trails exhibits the imaging of discoloration, related cell 
cracks and finger interruptions within the module laminate even under structured glass and on electric inactive parts 
of the cell. Furthermore, the potential of the inspection system to get additional non-destructive information about 
power dissipation (shunts, local series resistance) and delamination on the module backside by DLIT has been 
shown. In summary, light microscopy, (µ-)EL and DLIT can been correlated to each other and allow information on 
structure, cell function and power dissipation of large PV-modules. Especially the investigations on small structures 
and module defects will benefit from a correlative high-resolution analysis and enhance lasting quality improvement 
and module reliability. 
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